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Introduction
Effective gear designs balance strength, dura-

bility, reliability, size. weight, and cost. Even

effective designs. however can have the possibil-
ity of gear cracks due to fatigue. In addition, truly

robust de: igns consider not only crack initiation.
but also crack propagation trajectories. As an
example, crack trajectories that propagate

through the gear tooth are the preferred mode of

failure compared to propagation through the gear
rim. Rim failures will lead to catastrophic events
and should be avoided. Analysis tools that predict

Figure I-Location of load.eases for finite elemen;
mesh.

crack propagation paths can be a valuable aid 10

the designer to prevent such catastrophic failures.

Pertaining to crack analy is, linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics applied to gear teeth has become

increasingly popular. The stress intensity factors
are the key parameters to estimate the characteris-
tics of a crack. Analytical method using weight-
function techniques to estimate gear tooth stress

intensity factors have been developed (Refs. I and
17). Numerical techniques, such as the boundary
element method and finite element method. have

also been studied (Refs. 12 and 21 ) .. Based on
stre s intensity factors, fatigue crack growth and
gear life predictions have been investigated (Refs.

2, 3, 5 and 9). In addition, gear crack trajectory
predictions have been addressed in a few studies
(Refs. 6, 7, .13, 14 and 19).

From publications on gear crack trajectory pre-
dictions, the analytical methods have been numer-

ical (finite element method or boundary element
method) while solving a static stress problem. In

actual gear applications, however, the load moves
along the moth, changing in both magnitude and

position. No work has been done investigating the
effect of this moving load on crack trajectories.

The objective of the current work is to study
the effect of moving gear tooth load on crack
propagation predictions. 'Iwo-dimensional analy-
sis of an involute spur gear using the finite ele-
ment method is discussed, Also, three-dimen ion-

al analysis of a spiral-bevel pinion gear using the
boundary element method is discu ed, A quasi-
static numerical simulation method is presented in
which the gear tooth engagement is broken down
into multiple load steps, with each step analyzed

separately. Methods to analyze the steps are dis-
cussed, and predicted crack shapes are compared
to experimental results.

Two-Dimensional Analysis
Gear ModeUng ..The two-dimensional analysis

was performed using the FRANC (FRacture
ANalysis Code) computer program developed by
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Wawrzynek (Ref. 23). The program is a general-
purpose finite element code for the static analysi»
of two-dimensional cracked structures. The pro-
gram uses principles of linear elastic fracture

mechanics and is capable of analyzing plane
strain, plane stress. or wej-symmetric problems. A
unique feature of the program i the ability to

model crack and crack propagation in a true-
ture, A 1'0 ene of quarter-pciat, ix-aode, triangu-

lar elements is used around the crack tip to model

the inverse square-root stress singularity. Mode I
and mode [J tre inten ity factors, K1and Kif
respectively, can be calculated u ing a variety of
methods. (Asa refresher, mode m loading refers to

loads applied nonaal to the crack plane and lends
to open the crack. Mode WIrefers to in-plane
shear loading.) The stres intensity factors quan-

tify the tate of tre in the region near the crack
tip. In the program. the tre inten ily faCIO
can be used to predict the crack propagation tra-
jectory angle . again using II variety of methods.

In addition. the program has a uniqaere-meshing
cherne to allow automated proces ing of the

crack imulation,
A spur gear from a fatigue test apparatus was

modeled to demon trate the two-dimensional
analy i .The modeled gear had 28 teeth. II 200

pre sure angle. II module of 3. 175 mm {diametral

pitch of 8tin.). and a face width of6.35 mm (0.25
in ..)..The gear had a backup ratio (defined a the

rim thickness divided by the I.ooth height) of 3.3.
The complete gear was modeled using mostly 8-
node, plane sires .. quadrilateral 'finite dements.

For improved accuracy" 'the mesh was refined. on
one of the teeth in which a crack was inserted.

The total mode] had 2,353 elements and 7.295
nodes. Four hub nodes at the gear inner diameter
were fixed to ground for boundarycoedirions,
The material used was steel.

'lootll Loading Scheme. To determine. the
effect of gear tooth movlng load on crack propa-
gation, the anaJy is was broken downinto 18 sep-

arate load case (fig. 0. An initial crack of 0.26
.mm (0.010 in.) ill length was placed ~n the fillet
ohooth 2. oormal [0 the surface. at the location of
the maximum tensile tres (uncracked condi-
tion). Six load cases were analyzed eparately
with the load on the tooth ahead of the cracked
toojh, six 0.11 lhe cracked tooth, and six on the
tooth after the cracked tooth. The calculated
stressintellsity factors for unit load at each of the
load position are hewn in Figure 2. These
'Stress. intensity factors were calculated u ing the
J-integraJ technique (Ref. 20). Load. on tooth 2.
(crackedtooth) produced ten ion at the crack tip.
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Figur.e 3---DANST computer ,program ,0utpuJ ,0/
stalic geal' ,too.lll.load. 68 N-m driller torque.
K, increased as the load moved toward the tooth
tip (load cases 12 to 7, Fig. 2b) due to th
increa eel load lever ann. Lo ds on tooth 3 also
produced ten ion aI the era k 'lip. bUI at an order
of magnitude le than those produced from the
load on tooth 2 (Fig. 2.c)" Loads on toota I gave
com pres ion to the crack lip as shown by the neg-
ative K{ values (Fig. 2a).

Next, the actual load magnitudes on the gear
tooth were considered as il wenl through th
mesh. The computer program DANST (Dynamic

ANaly is of SPIl..l' gear Tram mission. Ref. 15)
was used for 'the analysis. 1bi. program is based

on a four-degree-of-freedom. torsional, lumped
rna model of n gear tran mi sian. The model
includes driving and driven gears, connecting

shafts, a motor. and a load. The equations of

motion for this model were derived from basic
gear geometry, elementary vibration principles,
and time-varyingtooth stiffaesses. For simplicity,
the static gear tooth loads of the solution were
determined ( ig, 3). TIle. e loads were deter-
mined from well-established gear tooth stiffne

principle and static equilibrium. The loads are
hewn as a function of gear rotation for adriver

torque of 68 N-m (599 in-lb.), Tooth 2 began

contact at a gear rotation of 100
• As the gear rota-

tion increased, the load on tooth 2 gradually
increa ed. Tooth l and tooth 2 shared the load for
a rotation from Hlo to 180

• From l8° to 23°. tooth

2 carried the complete load. At 23°. tooth 2 is
can idered at it bighe Ipoint of single tooth con-
'tact (HPSTC).

The stre s iDlen"ity factors as a function of
ge!U' rotation were then determiaed by multipjy-

i'ng the stressimensity factors determined from
the units' loads (Fig. 2) by the acreal looth loads
(Fig. 3) and applying superposition since linear
elastic fracture mechanics was 'U ed. The rr-eults
are shown in Figure 4. As expected. the mode E
stress intensity factor (Flig. 4a) was mostly influ-
enced by the load on tooth 2. Note that the largest
value of Kl eceurredat the HPSTC. AI a note that
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Figure 5--Str:ess ,inl;ensity factors from gear tooth crack propagatitm simuk»
tion" backup ratio'" 3.3'.
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11 the magnitude of K, (Fig. 43) was much larger
than that of K/l (Fig. 41». This implied thai, K, was
the driving force in the crackpropagation, KIf'

however, affected the crack propagation angle, as
will be shown in the next section,

Cr,ack Propagatiofl Silllulatio,r&. From
Williams (Ref. 24), the tangential stress near a.
crack tip, G9B' is given by

where rand (}are polar coordinate with the ori-
gin at the crack tip. Erdogan and Sih (Ref. 8) po -
tulated that crack extension starts at the crack lip
andgrows in the direction of the greate t tangen-
tial sire s. The direction of the greatest taagendal
stress is determined by taking the derivative of
Equation I with respect to B. setting the expres-
sion equal to zero, and solving lor (;/,Performing
the math, this predicted crack propagation angle,
8m, is given by

,9",= 2 tan "

. rom Equation 2, the predicted crack pmpaga-
tion angle is a function of the ratio of K{ to Kit

Erdogan and Sih (Ref. 8) used. brittle ptexiglass
plates under static loading to validate their pro-
posed theorems (ie.,the ratio of K/ to KII was con-
stant). For the gear problem in the currern rudy,
however. the ratio of K/ [Q KII was not constant dur-
ing gear rotation. This is hewn in Hgure 4c (actu-
ally plotted as the ratio Kil to K/ for clarity). lnaddi-
tion, Figure 4d gives the calculated B;" from
Equation 2 as a function of gear rotation.

In order to simulate gear crack propagation, a
modificat.ion to tile Brdogan and Sjh theory was
postulared in the current study. This modified the-
ory slate that the crack extension starts at the
crack tip and grows in the direction of the great-
est tangentiol tre s as seen during engagement of
the gear teeth, The procedure to calculate the
crack direction is as follows:
I) K/3.Ild Kllare determined as 3 ,fullction of gear
rotation (Figs. 4a and 4b, as described ia jhe pre-
viees section),
2) the ratio of K, to K/I as a function of gear 1:100a-

tion is determined (Fig. 4c),
3) 8m (using Eq. 2) as a function of gear rotauon
is determined (Fig. 4(1).

4) (100 (u ing Eq . .I) as a function of gear rotation
is determined (Fig. 4e),
5) the predicted crack direction is the value of 9",
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for which 0'00 i greate t during gear rotation.
For the gear example given, th . tangential

stres. fa tor (defined a. "'00' 21rr) is plotted a a
function of gear rotation in Figure <te. Thi plot
100 s very similar to the mode Lstre inten fly

factor plot (Fig. 4a) ince KI was much larger
than Ku (see Eq. I). The tangential tres was
largest al the HPSTC (gear rotation of 23") and
the predicted crack propagation angle at thi gear
rotation was ,9"," 4.3".

sing thi propagation angle. the crack was
extended by 0.26 mm (0.010 in.), re-me hed, re-
an_aJyzed. and a new prepagation angle wa. calcu-
lated using the method de. cribed above. This pro-
cedure was repeated a number of times 'to produce
a total crack lengjh of 2.38 mm (0.094 in.), The
O.26-mm crack: exten ion length wac based on
prior experience in rderto produce a mooth
crack path. Figure 5 shows the stres: intensity
factors versus gear rotation for a number of crack
length . Note that the mode Lstres , intensity fae-
tors looked imilar but with increa ed magnitude
as the crack length itncreased. In all. case , the
selected crack propagation angle occurred when
the tooth load was placed a.t me HPSTC. Figure 6
. hows a similar analysis bl.l1 with a model of a
thin-rimmed gear. Here. the gear was modeled
based 011 the previous design, but wi.lIl lOIS incor-
porated in the rim 1.0 imuiatea thin-rimmed gear.
The backup ratio for thi model was 0.2. A. een,
the magnitude of the mode I. stres s inten ity fac-
tors during len. ion (gear rotations 1.8" 10 45°)
were larger than that of the 3.3 backup ratio gear.
Also, there was a significant increase in 'the com-
pre sive 1(1 (gear rotation le than 18°) due to the
inerea ed compliance of the thin rim gear.

Comparison ,(6 Bxperiment . Figure 7 how
the results of the .allaty i compared to experimen-
tal tests in a gear fatigue apparatus. The original
model (backup ratio of 3.3). as de eribed before.
was compared along with model of backup, ratio
of 1.0 and 0.3. These later two models were creat-
ed using lOIs in tile gear blank. as previously
de cribed. The experiments were first reported by
Lewicki and Ballarini (Ref.. 13). Here, notches
were fabricated in the looth fiUet region to initiate
tooth cracking of [est gears of various rimthick.
nes es, The gears were run a!. 10.000 rpm and at a
variety of increasing loads unli] tooth or rim frac-
ture occurred. A en. [rom the figure, good cor-
relation of the predicted crack 'I.fajectorie to
experimental re ults was achieved. For backup
ratio 'Of 3.3 and 1.0. 'Looth fractures occurred. For
the backup ratio of 0.3, rim fmc lure occurred.

As a final n te, the llnal)' i indicated thatthe

F~gureB-Boundary element modd of OR-58 spi-
ral-bevel pinion'.

~
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b) Loads on tooth CQl'lIacI elhPles

Figure 9-l.ocation' ,of tootl, caatac""ellipses "end
magnitud« ,of load on OH~S8piral.bevel' pinion'
tooth,.
maximum tangential tress at the crock tip alway
occurred when the tooth load was positioned at the
HPSTC. Thus, for two-dimensional analysi .cra k
simulation ba ed all calculated stress intensity fac-
torsand mixed mode erac angle prediction teea-
ruques can use a Lmple static analysi in which the
tooth load i located at the HPSl1 . Thi was ba ed
on a modification 'to the Erdogan and Sih crack
extension theory and 'the fact that the mode I tre s
intensity factor was mu h larger than lhe mode WI
factor.

Three-DimenionaJ Analy I
Gear Modelirlg. The three-dirnen ional analy-
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sis was performed using the FRANC3D
(FRacture ANalysis Code for 3 Dimensions)
computer program developed by Wawrzynek
(Ref. 23) .. This program uses boundary element
modeling and principles of linear clastic fracture
mechanics to ana1yze cracked suucurrcs. The
geometry of three-dimensional structures with
non-planar, arbitrary shaped cracks can be mod-
eled, The modeling of a three-dimen ional
cracked tructure i performed 'through a series of
program. Structure geometry grid point data are
imported to a . olid modeler program. Here,

I r appropriate curves and faces (or patches) are ere-
I atcd from the grid data. as well as a dosed-loop

surface geometry model. This surface model i
then imported to the FRANC3D program for
boundary element model. preparation. The user
can then mesh the geometry model u ing 3- or 6-
node triangular surface elements, or 4- or 8-nod.e
quadrilateral elements. Boundary conditions
(applied traction and pre cribed displacement)
are applied on the model geometry over faces,

edges, or point. Initial crack. such as elliptical
or penny shaped. can be inserted in the tructure,
After complete formulation, the model is hipped
to a boundary element equation elver program .
Once the di placement and traction unknowns are

solved, the results are exported back to the
.FRANC3D program for post-proce ing,
Fracture analysis. such as stre sinten ity factor
calculations. can then be performed.

The spiral-bevel pinion of the OH-58 heli-
copter main rotor tran rnis ion wa modeled to

demon trate the three-dimen ional anal)' is. The
pinion had ['9 teeth, a 200 pre ure angle, a 30"
mean pi ra IIangle. a module of 3.66 rom (diame-
tral pitch of 6.94/in.), and a [ace width of 32.51.
mm (1.28 in.). 'For OH-58 operation. the pinion
mate with a 7 l -tooth spiral-bevel gear. operates
at 6,(}60 rpm, and h a design torque of 350 N-m
(3.099 in-lb .).

The boundary element model of the .oH-58
pinion developed by Spievak (Ref. 22) was 1.1 ed
for the study. Three teeth. tbe rim cone. and th
bearing uppert shafts were modeled (Fig. 8).
The tooth surface and fillet coordinates were
determined from the method developed by
Handschuh and Litvin (Ref. ] 1) and Litvin and
Zhang (Ref. 16). The melt of 'the three teem wa
refined for improved accuracy. A ha1f-eUip ini-
tial crack w.ith major and minor diameter of
3.175 mm and. 2.540 mm, respectively (0.125 in.
and 0.100 in.), wa placed in the fillet of the mid-
dle tooth normal to the urface, The crack was
centered along the face width and centered along
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the fillet. The complete gear model had a total of
about 2,600 linear elements (both triangular and
quadrilateral) andabout 2,240 node. For bound-
ary conditions, the end nodes of thelarger-diarn-
eter haft were fixedand 'Ille node on the outer

diameter of the smaller-diameter shaft were con-
strained in the radial directions, Again, the mate-

rial was steel.
Tooth, Contact Analysis and Loading

Scheme. Due to the geometrical complexities, and
three-dimensional action, numerical methods are
required to determine the contact loads and posi-
tions on spiral-bevel. teeth since no closed-form
solution exists. The method of Litvin and Zhang

(Ref. 16) was used to determine the mean contact

points on tile piral-bevel pinion tooth, The
method modeled tooth generation and tooth con-
tact simulation of the pinion and gear. With the
mean contact po,ints taken a the centers contact

ellipses were determined u ing Hertzian theory
(Ref. 10). Figure '9 shows the estimated contact
eflipses on the spiral-bevel pinion tooth. Fifteen
separate ellipses (load cases) were de lenni ned,
tarting from the root of the pinion and moving

toward the tooth tip and toe. Load cases 1-4 and
12-15 were double tooth contact regions while
toad cases 5-11 were single tooth contact regions.
Note that load case l l corresponds to the load at
the HPSTC, For each load case using the bound-
ary element method, tractions were applied nor-
mal to the surface, to the appropriate ellipse with
the magnitude equal to the tooth normal force

divided by the ellipse area.
Crack PropagaJion: Sim.ulalion. The proce-

dure fer the three-dimen ional crack propagation
simulation of the OH-58 piral-bevel pinion was
as follows. For each of the load case of Figure
9, the mode I and mode IT stres inlensity factors
were determined at 25 points along the crack
front (note that for three-dimen ions, there is a
crack front, not just a crack tip as, in two-dimen-
sions). The extended crack direction at each of
these 25 points were detennined uing the modi-
fied Erdogan and. Sih crack extension theory as
described in th.e two-dimensional ana1ysis. That
is, as the cracked spiral-bevel pinion tOOUl was
engaged in the me 1'1, the crack extension started
at each point along the crack: front and grew in the
direction of the greatest tangential stress at those
points during mesh. The amount of crack exten-
sion at each point along the crack front was

determined based on the Paris crack growth rela-

tionship (Ref. 18) where

lJ, .:::(J' (~)n
I -ma;r K

1.~

Table I-Results of multiple Iliad case crack simulatiol1 analysis.

Crack area
(mm2I' Crack front pointls)

!Woad Icase tor
la rgest (leeSte,p

3.1201 1
2-25

2 110.35

3

where (J, was the amount of extension of the illl
point along the crack front, K,.i wa the mode I
stress intensity factor of the i,h point along the
crack frontcerresponding to the lend ca e which
gave the largest tangential stress for that front
point. K/,IrUU. was, the value of the largest Kl,i along
the crack front, lJ',HaX was the maximum defined
crack extension along the crack from, and rr was
the Paris material exponent. From experience, the

maximum extension size. lIma,r' was et to I..27
mm (0.050 in.), The Paris exponent, n, was set to
2.954 based on material tests For A.[SI 931.0 steel

by Au and Ke (Ref. 4). A third-order polynomial
was then used to smooth the extended crack front
The new crack geometry was then re-rneshed.
After re-rneshi ng, the model was rem II and sol ved
for stress intensity factors and crack propagation

directions. The above procedure was repeated a
number of times to ' imulate crack: growth in the

gear tooth.
Table I gives results from the rIC t four step

during this process. Note that step 0 corresponds
to the illitial. half-eIHp e crack. For steps 0 and 2,
the largest jangennal stress occurred at the
HPSTC (load ca ell) for the majorilY of the
poiats along the crack front For teps I and 3, the
largest tangential stress occurred at load ca es g,
9,.10, or 11.

As previously stated, the mode I and mode II
stress intensity factors were determined at 25
points along the crack front. This WIJI$ true for
steps 0 through 2. For step 3, however, the mode
I and mode Il stressintensity factors were deter-
mined at 27 points along the crack front. This wa
due to the way 'the FRANC3D program extended
the crack: surface of the third step. For tep 0
through 2, the crack front wa a member of one

continuous geometry face (FRANC3D defines .<1

(3) geometry face as a 3- or 4-sided surface.) For
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Figure 12-0B·58 spiral.bevel pinion tooth crack
propagation simulation after seven steps.

Figure J3-Comparisoll ofOB.58 spiral.bellelpin-
ion tooth crack propagation simulation toexperi-
ments.
step 3,. the crack front was a member of three
adjacent geometry faces, thus producing 27 points
along the crack front,

Figure 10 shows the stress intensity factor dis-
tribution along the crack front for step 1 (crack area
of 5.96 mm2 (0..009 in.2». Similar to the spur gear
analyses, K[ was larger as the load moved from the
root to the tip due to the larger load lever arm.
Other than absolute magnitude, the K, distributions
along the crack front looked similar for the various
load cases. Figure 11 depicts the stress intensity
factors plotted against load case (at a point along
the front, biased toward the toe, normalized posi-
tion along the crack front of 0.83) This figure
shows the simulated distribution as the pinion
engages in mesh with the gear. Note again that the
ratio of KI/ to K, was not constant during engage-
ment.

noted that the loading was placed only at the
HPSTC for the last three steps. This was due to
modeling difficulties encountered using the
multi-load analysis. It was felt that this simplifi-
cation did not significa:ntly affect the results due
to the smoothing curve-fit used. In addition, the
tangential stress near the crack tip was either
largest, or near its largest. value, when the load
was placed at the HPSTC.

Comparison to Experiments. Figure 13shows
the results of the analysis compared to experimen-
tal tests. The experimental tests were performed in
an actual helicopter transmission test facility. As
was done with the gear fatigue tests described
before, notches were fabricated in the fillet of the
OH-58 pinion teeth to promote fatigue cracking.
The pinion was run at full speed and with a variety
of increasing loads until failure occurred. Shown
ill the figure are three teeth that fractured from the
pinion during the tests (Fig. 13b). Although the
notches were slightly dLfferent in size, the frac-
tured teeth had basically the same shape.

A side view of the crack propagation simula-
tion is shown in Figure 13a for comparison to
the photograph of the tested pinion in Figure
13b. From the simulation, the crack immediately
tapered up toward the tooth tip at the heel end.
This trend matched that seen from the tests ..At
the toe end, the simulation showed the crack pro-
gressing in a relatively straight path. This also
matched the trend from the tests. Toward the lat-
ter stages of the simulation, however, the crack
tended to taper toward the tooth tip at the toe
end. This did not match the tests. One problem
encountered in the simulation during the later
steps was that the crack at the heel end of the
tooth became close to the actual contact ellipses.
It was felt that the crack-contact interaction may
have influenced the trajectory predictions to
cause the discrepancy.

Spievak (Ref. 22) reported on another method
to account for the non-uniform Ku to K[ ratio
during pinion tooth engagement This method
considered contributions from. all load cases in
the crack angle prediction scheme and presented
a method to accumulate the load effects. From
these studies, reported crack propagation sirnula-
tion of an OH-58 pinion also predicted the erro-
neous taper toward the tooth tip at the toe end.
Again, the crack-contact interaction may have
influenced the trajectory predictions to cause the
discrepancy ..Spievak also reported on a simula-
tion using only the load at the HPSTC. The crack

Figure 12 shows exploded views of the pinion trajectories from that simulation were similar to
crack: simulation after seven steps. It should be the trajectories in the current study. It should be
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